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Introduction 

1. My full name is Jane Susan West.  I am a Senior Planner at Golder Associates 

(NZ) Ltd (Golder), a ground engineering and environmental consulting firm, and 

have been in this role since June 2010.  

2. I am a full member of the New Zealand Planning Institute and have over 16 

years’ experience in the field of resource management and planning in New 

Zealand.  This includes my current role as a Senior Planner at Golder, my 

previous employment as a Senior Planner and Principal of Davis Ogilvie and 

Partners Ltd, and as the District Planner for the Grey District Council.  I hold the 

qualification of Bachelor of Resource Studies from Lincoln University.   

3. I am familiar with the consents granted to Fulton Hogan for quarrying at 50 

Roberts Road.   

4. I acknowledge that I have read and am familiar with the Environment Court's 

Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses, contained in the Environment Court 

updated Practice Note 2014, and agree to comply with it.  My qualifications as 

an expert are set out above.  Other than where I state that I am relying on the 

advice of another person, I confirm that the issues addressed in this statement 

of evidence are within my area of expertise.  I have not omitted to consider 

material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions that I 

express. 

Scope of Rebuttal Evidence 

5. My rebuttal evidence responds to the following: 

(a) The evidence of Jason Jones at paragraphs 70 to 77 on behalf of 

Canterbury Racecourse Reserve Trustees and Ngai Tahu Property 

Limited (Submitter 2366), CDL Land Limited (Submitter 2275 and 

FS2814) and Ngai Tahu Property Limited (Submitter 2235); 

(b) The evidence of John Cook at paragraphs 5.8, 5.9 and 7.3 on behalf of 

the Riccarton Wigram Community Board (Submitter RNN11) regarding 

rural activities in urban areas.    
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6. In preparing this evidence, I have reviewed and considered the following 

documents: 

(a) Evidence presented on behalf of Fulton Hogan by Mr Kevin Bligh and Mr 

Bob Willis in the Stage 1 hearing relating to the Subdivision, 

Development and Earthworks Chapter. 

(b) Evidence presented by other parties at the Stage 1 hearing as it relates 

to quarrying in priority greenfield areas, the “quarrying proposal” 

conferencing statement dated 26 June 2015, and the relevant parts of 

the hearing transcript.   

(c) The revised Christchurch City Council (CCC) Proposal, provided as a 

tracked changes version of Chapters 8 and 14 of the Proposed 

Christchurch Replacement District Plan (PCDP), and associated Outline 

Development Plans (ODP) dated 7 December 2015 as appended to the 

evidence of Ms Sarah Oliver.  

(d) The evidence of behalf of the CCC, including the evidence of Ms Oliver 

and Mr Andrew Collins, and associated attachments.  

(e) The evidence on behalf of other submitters on the New Neighbourhood 

Zones and specifically that of Mr Jason Jones and Mr John Cook.  

Evidence of Mr Jones 

7. Mr Jones, on behalf of a number of submitters, discusses at paragraphs 70 

through to 77 of his evidence why he considers that new Policy 8.1.4.1(b) 

should be deleted.  He states at paragraph 73 of his evidence that he does not 

support the ‘compliance function’ of this Policy.  

8. Mr Jones discusses why he considers this part of the Policy should be deleted, 

noting specifically that applications not consistent with the ODP may be better 

(or at least not worse) than the ODP, and that the focus should be on assessing 

the extent to which deviations from the ODP lead to poor, neutral or better 

outcomes.     

9. I understand Policy 8.1.4.1(b) arose out of expert conferencing prior to the re-

notification of the South Masham ODP provisions and subsequent mediation.  I 

consider this Policy has a dual role – one is the “compliance” role for ultimate 

use discussed by Mr Jones, the other is to address interim use of Residential 
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New Neighbourhood Zone (RNNZ) land prior to residential development 

commencing.  Mr Jones’ evidence does not directly address or criticise the 

“interim use” aspect of the Policy. 

10. Irrespective of whether the Panel accepts Mr Jones’ view on one limb of this 

Policy, I consider the direction for interim uses needs to be retained to guide 

decision-making on activities that may occur prior to RNNZ land being 

developed for residential activity. 

11. Mr Collins discusses the basis for this policy in paragraphs 7.10 and 7.11 of his 

evidence.  The wording suggested by Mr Collins to be included in the PCDP as 

Clause (b) of Policy 8.1.4.1 is set out below.  

… 

8.1.4.1 Policy – Outline Development Plans 
 

… 
 

b. Subdivision, use and development is consistent with the relevant Outline 
Development Plan and any interim subdivision, use and development does not 
compromise the timely implementation of, or outcomes sought by, the Outline 
Development Plan 
 

12. Mr Collins considers this to be both efficient and effective given that it will take 

many years for all of the RNNZ land to be developed and acknowledges that 

there may be a range of possible interim activities for RNNZ land. I agree with 

Mr Collins’ rationale and support the inclusion of the wording proposed.   

13. Deleting the entire Clause as proposed by Mr Jones is unnecessary to address 

the concerns he has raised.  In my opinion it would also be inappropriate given 

the rationale for the policy put forward by Mr Collins.   

Evidence of Mr John Cook 

14. Mr John Cook, on behalf of the Riccarton Wigram Community Board, does not 

address Policy 8.1.4.1 (b) specifically, but discusses the potential for effects to 

be caused by the quarrying of that area within the ODP that already has 

resource consent (RMA92026417).  Mr Cook questions whether interim uses 

such as quarrying are appropriate within the urban limits which were developed 

under the Land Use Recovery Plan and the Canterbury Regional Policy 

Statement.  At paragraph 5.8 of Mr Cook’s evidence he refers to the policy 
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framework that would, “…discourage new rural activities within…” the urban 

limits. 

15. In my opinion the matter of the existing resource consent for quarrying a portion 

of the land covered by the ODP simply demonstrates an efficient use of the land 

resource where aggregate can be extracted from land located in close proximity 

to where it is required, and that has been considered through the resource 

consent process.   

16. My support for Policy 8.1.4.1 (b) is based on the same premise that if there is 

an ability to make efficient use of the land resource by way of an interim use, be 

it either an existing or proposed use then this is appropriate so long as: the 

interim use is an efficient use, the interim use has effects that are appropriate to 

the environment that receives those effects at the time, and the interim use 

does not preclude the future use of the land for its intended purpose, in this 

case residential purposes.  I accept that the potential range of activities, as 

discussed by Mr Collins is wide and some uses would require consideration 

through a resource consent process.   

17. Mr Cook notes in his paragraph 4.1 that he was not involved in any mediation or 

caucusing.  The planning expert conferencing statement from 26 June 2015 

confirms that the experts agreed, “…that Objective 3.3.7 (c) is intended to prevent 

urban development occurring outside of urban areas (in accordance with 

Objective 6.2.1(3) of the RPS), - and is not to prevent non-urban activities occurring 

within urban and greenfield priority areas.”  (The expert conferencing specifically 

discussed the appropriateness of a policy framework for quarrying activities prior to 

urban development on greenfield sites). 

18. I agree with the experts.  I consider that the agreement reached by the experts 

highlights an important distinction, and for this reason I disagree with Mr Cook’s 

opinion that allowing rural activities to take place within urban areas is contrary to 

upper-level policy provisions. 

19. Mr Cook also considers the existing land use consent for quarrying over a portion of 

the ODP area, and suggests at his paragraph 7.3 that there is a possibility that the 

consent may lapse before having been given effect to.  I understand that the site 

has had works already undertaken in preparation for quarrying, including 

substantial site bunding, formation of a sealed site access and considerable 

investigation and costing work towards road upgrading required by the resource 

consent.  In my opinion the resource consent is already being given effect to.   
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Conclusion 

20. Overall, I consider that inclusion of the policy wording proposed by Mr Collins 

appropriately recognises and provides for interim uses of RNNZ land prior to 

residential development occurring.  This provision is made subject to directing 

that any such interim subdivision use and development does not compromise 

the timely implementation of, or outcomes sought by, the ODP. 

 

 
Jane West 

5 January 2016 


